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Andrew R

on
06/30/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










very nice weapon. I really like it. cant find any faults. shoots great. 











Todd T

on
06/22/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










NICE 40cal for the money, no problems with the firearm 











Josh S

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol. Smooth action, precise trigger. I use this pistol for concealed carry at times, I love the overall balance. The extra weight does a good job at reducing recoil. After 700~ rounds through the gun it hasn’t had any misfires, failure to feed, or failure to eject. Definitely will recommend to friends and family 











Bob D

on
03/30/2022




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










XD's are fine pistols. 12 round magazines and a few less accessories in the package made this firearm a really good value/low price point. Springfield firearms are very reliable in my experience. 











Warren G

on
03/29/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun... great customer service and great shipping 











Luis R

on
12/01/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my XD mod2 excellent gun 











Javier G

on
01/20/2021




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










this is my favorite and my first hangun i like it 











John K

on
10/03/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love the Springfield’s and the XD line in particular. The fiber optic front sight is a plus and the new Choi’s on the 2.0 trigger guard lets you get up higher lower the bore axis. Love this gun and price was incredible 











Gary P

on
07/09/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love Springfield Products. 











Wayne D

on
06/17/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Springfield Armory XD MOD.2 4" Service .40 S&W...
Second one of these I've owned in a short period of time. These are a bargain, and they're great pistols, regardless of price. 











Rodrick S

on
06/05/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The customer service was prompt and answered all my questions. My package arrived in a timely manner and I love my new gun. 











Shala B

on
05/20/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This is a great pistol. It’s very smooth shooting ability is my favorite. The sites on this pistol is epic as well. 











Alex C

on
03/04/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










What else can I say about Springfield's XD's? I've owned an original XD subcompact in 9mm, and an XDm 4.5" in 40SW, and they never disappoint. The ergonomics are there, despite sporting the new granulated-like textured grips. This pistol is made for the human hand. Shooting-wise, just like my previous models...very smooth, low recoil...just very solid. Put in about 300 rounds without a hiccup of any kind. Really glad that you can use the original XD magazines for the Mod.2's, definitely very convenient and glad they didn't decide to go with a different magazine design.
Overall, great pistol and for the price of it here on Bud's, you canNOT beat it. a 12-round 40SW full-size pistol for a tad over $300, yes please...take my money! 











Zachary D

on
03/02/2020




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










Put about 75 rounds through it to begin with. The magazines are pretty stiff and it's difficult to get 9, 10 rounds in it. Any pointers on how to solve this would be great! Shoots smoothly and accurately, love the sights on it as well. Hoping to get more rounds through it here soon. 











Shaeban H

on
02/29/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first firearm purchase and I would absolutely do it all over again. 100 rds of Remington 185 grain through it without a single malfunction. The slide is takes a little more finger strength to rack than some other models, but it's nothing serious. Accuracy is great. 1/2 inch groups at 10yds. I was a bit worried about not having a manual safety but it's really no big deal. Buds service was prompt and the price was outstanding! Don't hesitate if you are thinking about it and just buy it. 











Charles P

on
02/19/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Xd mod 2 40sw is a awesome pistal light weight 12shot capacity shoots spot on I own five handguns this is tied at number one five stars 👍 Springfield Armory is got this rightfact 











Denis F

on
02/15/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent firearm, high quality, accurate and reliable.., at a very good price! .40 caliber is not dead, and IMHO, plenty of firepower.
The .357 Sid is also a high powered round on the upswing again!! 











Ryan M

on
02/13/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This XD Mod 2 is an awesome gun. I fired the first 60 rounds out of it and it was a delight. Very accurate, great sights, recoil is not bad at all. The fit and feel in the hand is awesome. You can't beat this for the money! 











Joselito L

on
02/03/2020




Rating:   4 of 5 Stars!










Bought this XD 40 mod2 last month. Excellent pistol, this is my 2nd XD a .45 and .40. The whole purchase process through Buds was simple, efficient and fast. This is the place to buy quality Firearms at a low cost. 











Napoleon G

on
01/31/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love this gun the accuracy on this is real nice the recall it's not bad at all and the price wasn't bad 











Patrick C

on
11/16/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've had the XD Mod 2 service model for a bit over a month now and have about 350 various rounds through it: 2 boxes of 165 grain JHP (Remington Golden Saber and some local brand), 200 blazer brass 180 FMJ, and 50 PMC Bronze 165 FMJ. I havent had a misfeed or any other kind of malfunction yet.
That's the important part. It works. I'll try to give some other helpful details for anyone considering this model...
- this gun is often mentioned as a viable carry pistol in spite of being a "service model". It is fairly slim, but it's the grip length that really has the biggest effect on carrying comfort and conceal ability. The grip is long enough to flush fit a 12 round mag, so it's a lot to hide. I like appendix carry and find that the but end of the grip is always poking out a bit. It conceals fine with a jacket, sweatshirt, or coat, but not with a single shirt.
- I have small hands at 5'8", but this grip fits me nearly perfectly
handed it to my brother, who can easily palm a basketball, and he said the same thing. It's an amazing grip that fits a range of hands so dont worry too much about the lack of changeable grip inserts.
-The magazines are stiff as a 4X4 out of the box. The first thing I bought for it was a pack of 5 snap caps. It was incredible how hard that 5th one was to load at the beginning. The next day I bought regular ammo, and just managed to wrestle 10 rounds in...once. My thumb was wore out and i couldn't repeat it. The next day i bought a speed loader. I loaded and unloaded both mags about 10 times. Now I'm able to fully load them by hand, just not if I'm out in the cold. I still carry the speed loader with me for practice.
-Im not all that good with a pistol, but can throw up some really tight patterns from 7 and 10 yards...mostly holes on top of holes from 7...and actually hit targets out to 25 yards. If I kneel at 25 yards I smile at the results every time. Basically I'm keeping 11-12 rounds in an 8"circle from there and that's good for me. Recoil with 165 and 180 grain rounds isn't anything amazing in spite of some of the comments I've read. I could shoot this thing all day with no soreness, but more importantly, I can speed shoot and stay on target at 10 yards at a level I didn't know I had in me. I'm pretty freakin deadly with this thing and I've always considered myself borderline inept with a pistol.
- The field strip, clean, oil, and assemble process is so easy I actually want to do it.
Yep...i love it and highly recommend. This is a no brainers 5* at this price. I feel like I'm shooting a $600, high end handgun that cost me less than $330 shipped. It's like buying a luxury sports sedan at the price of a Hyundai. 











Ryan A

on
09/11/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I absolutely love this firearm. Very accurate. Just my 6th time at the range and I'm hitting within an 8 inch circle from 20 yards. The fiber optic is amazing. My favorite part of the whole gun is the ambidextrous mag release. I find myself releasing mags with my pointer finger more comfortably than my thumb. I just wish the grip was more textured and the XD that's stamped on the palm swell gets very slippery when my hands sweat. However I use gloves and it's great. Great price and great quality. No malfunctions..... 350 rounds so far 











Eric F

on
09/10/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Overall pleasant experience. Very quick shipping, firearm was as listed. Look forward to doing more business with Buds. 











Alexander C

on
07/18/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just picked up today. Haven't shot yet, will go out tomorrow. But gun came in very fast with full tracking and it is exactly what was described and what I paid for! Thank you, Buds!! 











Darryl R

on
07/01/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds is by far the best place to buy a gun. When you can get the best price from any where. You can order a gun on Wednesday and pick it up at your ffL transfer dealer on Friday. With free 2 day shipping. Excellent customer service. Very pleased with my purchase.7 it 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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